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Nonlinear Transformations for Accelerating the

Convergence of M-Dimensional Series

By N. C. Albertsen, G. Jacobsen and S. B. S^rensen

Abstract. Two transformations for accelerating the convergence of infinite A/-dimensional

series are presented. They are generalizations of Shanks' e-transformation and Levin's

one-dimensional transformations, respectively.

The transformations are compared with an Af-dimensional transformation by Levin in

numerical examples.

1. Introduction. There exists a large number ol methods for accelerating conver-

gence of series and sequences. Some of the most important ones are the e-transfor-

mation of Shanks [8], the ^-algorithm of Brezinski [2] and the transformations of

Levin [7]. These methods are all transformations of one-dimensional series, but

extensions by Streit [9], Chisholm [3], and Levin [6] deal with two-dimensional and

M-dimensional series.

We will here present two new transformations for accelerating convergence of

M-dimensional series. The first is an extension of Shanks' »»-transformation and the

second of Levin's one-dimensional transformations.

A short review of Streit's, Chisholm's and Levin's two-dimensional transforma-

tions is given in Section 2, and the new transformations are presented in Sections 3

and 4. Sections 5 and 6 contain numerical examples where the new methods are

compared with Levin's transformation.

2. A Review of Streit's, Chisholm's and Levin's 2-Dimensional Transformations.The

e-transformation by Shanks [8] is generalized by Streit [9] to two dimensions, but the

generalization only includes the first order e-transformation. Generalizations of the

higher order e-transformations are given by Levin [6] and generalizations of Padé

approximants [1] by Chisholm [3].

Chisholm defines in [3] rational approximations to a function of two variables

given by a power series

00        00

(2.1) fix,y)= 2  lcijXy.
r=0y=0

The approximants have the form

VM    yM i   j
(o ~>\ f    - z'=ozJ=oauxy

/M ~ V    V4    b   xkv<
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and are defined very similarly to the one-dimensional Padé approximants. The

Chisholm approximants can be considered as a two-dimensional generalization of

the Padé approximants. A further generalization to M-dimensions is given by

Chisholm and McEwan [4].

Two-dimensional approximants with different maximum powers in numerator and

denominator are defined by Graves-Morris, Hughes-Jones and Makinson [5].

Another transformation of M-dimensional series is given by Levin [6]. It has the

property that it sums series exactly whose terms satisfy a linear difference equation.

The Shanks e-transformation [8] has the same property for one-dimensional series,

and Levin's transformation is in that sense a generalization of Shanks' transforma-

tion. Levin's approximation for the sum of a two-dimensional series,

(2.3) A = S   i a,,,
í=0j=0

is calculated by solving the system of equations

(2.4) Asl = Sl+     2    ßijOs+ij+j,        (s.t)eS,
(I. j)ER

where £2 is the approximation to the sum, and

(2.5) Asl=     2    a,j,       B={(i,j)\0<i<sotO<j^t).
(i.j)£B

The transformation is in Levin's notation denoted by

(2.6) ti=[n;m/k]r,

where m and k are parameters that define the sets R and S.

(2.7) S = {is, t)\ m - k ^s < wand m - k *£ t<m),

R = {(;', j)\ r — m < i < r + k — m

and r — m<j <r + k — m)\{(r + t — m,r + t — m)}.

It is seen that calculation of (2.5) involves infinite one-dimensional sums, which are

determined by ordinary Padé approximants. The first parameter n in (2.6) is the

order of the [n/n] Padé approximant used.

3. A Generalization of Shanks' Transformation. A necessary and sufficient condi-

tion that Shanks' e-transformation [8] gives the exact limit of a sequence A„, is that

An satisfy a linear difference equation of the form

k

(3.1)      Y0K -A) + --- +ykiAn+k -A) = 0,       YoYa. *= 0,  Iy^O,
1=0

where A is the limit of An and y0,...,yk are constants.

The transformation has the property of eliminating exponential transients from

the sequence, which follows from the fact that any sequence of the form

(3-2) An = A+2c,q?       (î,*0,l)
/   i

satisfies (3.1). The e-transformation can therefore determine the exact limit A of (3.2)

from a finite number of values An for both convergent (|»7,|< 1) and divergent

(|»7,|> 1) sequences.
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In the following we will generalize the equation (3.1) to M-dimensions and define

a transformation that determines the exact limit of sequences that satisfies the

generalized form of (3.1). We have considered it instructive first to generalize (3.2) to

show that the Mth-order transformation also has the property of eliminating

exponential transients. The Mth order equivalent to (3.2) is the sequence

(3-3) /.„„„,.V = A+ 2 c.qMi •••»7,%
i= i

tfuîfj." ->at.M * 0. iq,.\ata.<¡i.m) ^O.i.0-

In order to simplify the derivation we will first consider the 2-dimensional case in

detail;

A

(3.4) Anm = A+ 2 c.q-p?,        q,, p, * 0, (q„ p,) ==(1,1),
r=l

and the generalization to M dimensions will be explained at the end of this section.

The transformation can also accelerate the convergence of a series if it is used on a

sequence Anm defined by

n       m

(3.5) Anm =11 au
'=07=0

or

(3.6) Anm=     2    fly,       B={(i,j)\0<i<nor0<j<m}.
(i.j)^B

In the derivation we shall use a sequence Rnm which is equal to (3.4) without the

constant term A :

(3-7) Rnm = Anm-A,

and

k

(3-8) Rnm = 2 c,q?Pr.
t= i

We will now prove that a set of numbers yt¡ (not all equal to zero) exists, such that

the linear difference equation

(3-9) 2   yuR„+i,m+j = 0

is satisfied for all integer values of n and m. The set D contains k + 1 ordered pairs

of integer numbers (/, j), which can be chosen arbitrarily. If we substitute (3.8) into

(3.9), we have

(3.10) 2',tfA"   1   Yirir,'   o.
r=l (<./)C/)

and this shows that (3.9) is satisfied by choosing the yw's as a nontrivial solution to

the set of linear equations

(3.11) 2    yuqÍp/ = 0,       t=l,2,...,k.
(i.j)£D
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Nontrivial solutions to (3.11) always exist because there are k equations, but k + 1

unknowns y, .

We introduce an ordering of the elements in D by defining two functions ux(j)

and u2if), so that

(3.12) OiOWy)).    y=i,...,* + i,
generates the k + 1 elements in D. Equation (3.9) can now be written

A+l

(3.13) ¿d   yo,(j),a2(j)°n+a,(j).m + a2U) ~

7=1

or as

(3.14)

k+\

¿d   ya,(j),o>2(j)\     n + aifD.m + uiU) I

/=1

by inserting (3.7). We define another set E of pairs of integer numbers. The set

contains k + 1 elements, which are ordered by the functions <i>x(i) and <?2(i), so that

(3.15) (+,(/). *j(0).       '= 1,2,...,*+ 1,

generates the elements in E. Equation (3.14) is valid for all integer values of n and

m, and we therefore have

A •  I

(3-16) 2é yul(j),u2<¡>\  *i(o + u,(/).*,(<)4",(>) ~~ A) ~ 0-

If we use the notation

(3.17)

the rule of Cramer shows that

(3.18)

V   — A wlj=vt+i.j-y,j.

(^I.AM-^)

iVk+u~A) ivk A)

= 0,

since not all y's in (3.16) are equal to zero. From (3.18) we can find the constant A.

By subtraction of row number k from row number k + 1, number k — 1 from

number k etc., we obtain

(3.19)

and therefore

iVu-A)

^A.

(3.20)

AKA .1

AK

A^.* + i

(^l.AM-^)

AK,., + I

AK

AKA.l

AK,.A +

AK,A.A+I

assuming that the determinant in the denominator is nonsingular.
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We denote the transformation defined by (3.20) of a sequence Anm by S(Anm). It

is easily seen that the transformation is nonlinear, but it follows from the definition

(3.20) that S is homogeneous and translative:

(3.21) S(aAnm) = aS(A„m),

(3.22) SiAnm + C) = SiA„m) + C,

where C is a constant sequence.

In the numerical examples of Sections 5 and 6 we use a notation similar to that of

Levin's two-dimensional transformation. The sets D and E are defined as

(3.23) D = ((/, j)\m - k < / < wand m - k <j < m),

E= {(/, j)\0 < i < k andO <j < k),

and the transformation is denoted

(3.24) A = S[m,k]

when the partial sums (3.5) are used, and denoted

(3.25) A=S'[n;m,k]

when (3.6) is used. The calculation of (3.6) involves infinite one-dimensional sums

which are determined by use of ordinary Padé approximants. The parameter n in

(3.25) is the order of the [n/n] Padé approximant used.

The transformation is easily generalized to M-dimensions. The approximation to

the sum of an M-dimensional sum is still given by (3.20), if the partial sums (3.5)

and (3.6) are replaced by

* I S M

(3.26) A. .      .   = Y  • • •   Y. a,, ,      ,
'1=0 ,„=0

or

(3.27) As ,      .   =        2       a, i      ,  ,v ' Jl-J2.SM i-i tf'2.¡M

('i.'M)e«

B= {iix,...,iM)\0 </,<«, or ■■•or0<iM^sM),

and the sets D and E are replaced by

(3.28) D = {(ix,...,iM)\m - k<ix< m and ■ ■ ■ and m - k < iM ̂  m),

E= {(i„...,iw)|0<i| ^A:and • • • andO < iM < k}.

It is seen that calculation of (3.27) involves infinite (A/ — 1 )-dimensional sums.

4. A Generalization of Levin's One-Dimensional Transformations. We start with a

derivation of the one-dimensional transformations of Levin [7]. The derivation is

different from that in [7] and is included because it explains how the transformations

work and therefore facilitates the generalization to M dimensions.

For the one-dimensional series
00

(4.1) 2 a,
i = 0

with the sum A, we define the partial sum An by

(4-2) A„ = 2 a,,
i = 0
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and therefore

oc

(4-3) A-A„=    2   a,.
i=n+\

It is often possible to find a sequence Rn which gives the leading behavior of (4.3).

That means (c is a constant)

A — A
(4.4) ——--c    for«-oo.

The behavior of the left-hand side of (4.4) as a function of n is often simpler than

(4.3), because the leading factor is removed. Thus, it is easier to approximate (4.4)

than (4.3) by a series of simple functions. We choose

A — A„ c, c-, c,.

which is equivalent to

(4.6) A„^A-R,lc0 + T-j— + --=—+..• +
0+1)      (k+1)2 0+1)

By inserting values of An and Rn into (4.6) we obtain a system of equations which

can be solved for the constant A giving an approximate value of the sum (4.1).

This is the general form of the one-dimensional transformations suggested by

Levin in [7], where also three suggestions for the choice of Rn are given, leading to

three transformations

(4.7)

R„ = a„ (t transformation),

R   = nan 0 transformation),

anan+\
R      —„  n+\        (u transformation).

fl„+i-fl„

The transformation (4.6) is easily generalized to two dimensions. We consider the

double series

00        00

(4-8) 2   2*0
1=0y=0

with the sum A, and define the partial sum Asl by

(4.9) A„=    2    au,       B={ii,j)\0<i<sorO<j*it}.
U.j)eB

In analogy with (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6) we have

00 oc

(4.10) A-A„=    2      2   «

and

i=s+\ j=t+\

/   A \ St

(4.11) —->c    fors -> oo and t -» co.
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Here Rsl is a sequence which gives the leading behavior of (4.10). The general

two-dimensional transformation has the form

Q

(4.12) AS,=A-RS,     2     -r-r
u.%Dis + i)'it + iy

In the numerical examples we have chosen

(4.13) Rsl aj+i,r+i'

and the infinite one-dimensional sums in (4.9) are approximated by [n/n] Padé

approximants. We denote the transformation

(4.14) A = L[n;m,k],

and it is calculated by solving the systems of equations

Cjj

(4.15) A,, = A - ai+[l+]     2-¡-—-;-— ■
(i.j)BD (s - m + k + I) it - m + k+ l)J

(s,t) E E,

where

(4.16) D= {(i,j)\0<i<kaodO<j<k}\{ik,k)},

E = {(s, t)\m — k ^ s < m and m — k < t < m}.

It follows directly from the definition (4.15) that the transformation is nonlinear, but

homogeneous and translative as defined by (3.21) and (3.22).

The generalization of (4.12) to M-dimensions is straightforward:

(4.17) As     ,   *A-R,     ,   •        2        -^^--,
(í,.'»le» \S\ + 1)   ••• (sm+ 1)

where

(4.18) As¡.Sm=        2        %.,v
C'l.i«)ES

B= {(',.i„)|0 </,<*, or   ■orO<iM<sM},

and the function Ä can be chosen

(4.19) A„...^ = aíl + i.„-i-

The evaluation of (4.18) involves infinite (A/ — l)-dimensional sums.

5. The Beta Function. Numerical Example. In this section we apply the approxi-

mants of Sections 3 and 4 and the [n; m/k] transformation of Levin to a double

power series

00        00

(5.1) fix,y)= 2   Icdjxy,
1=0y=0

which is defined by the Beta function
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The example was originally considered by Graves-Morris, Hughes-Jones and Makin-

son [5], who used the generalized form of Chisholm's approximants mentioned in

Section 2. Levin [6] has considered the same example using his two-dimensional

generalization (2.4) of Shanks' e-transformation [8].

Table 5.1

Comparison between [n; m, k]r, S'[n; m, k] andL[n; m, k] approximants to

Bip, q), with solution of the same number of linear equations.

Equations

p.q 1.75 -0.25 1.75 , -0.5 1.75 , -0.75

Btp.q)

[l0;3/3]4

S'[10;3,3:

L[10;3,3]

167

245

153

16

16

16

-5.08327850876

-5.0832785077

-5.08327850874

-5.0832784908

-3.59442070421

-3.594420696

-3.59442070416

-3.59442067

-4.44288293816

-4.44288285

-4.44288293803

-4.44288284

Terms Equations

p.q 1.75 , -1.25 1.75 , -1.5 1.75 , -1.75

B(p,q)

Il0;3/3]4

S'[10;3,3]

L[10;3,3]

167

245

153

16

16

16

2.0333114035

2.0333089

2.033311405

2.0333091

0.599070117

0.599063

0.599070119

0.599062

0

-0.00004

0.00000002

-0.00005

Terms Equations

p.q
-0.25 -0.25 -0.5 , -0.5 -0.75 , -0.75

B(p,q)

[10;3/314

S"[10;3,3]

L[10;3,3]

167

245

153

16

16

16

-6.777704678

-6.77770450

-6.77770471

-6.77770715

-0.0000023

-0.00000022

-0.0000042

9.8883983

9.88844

9.8883964

9.88841

Terms Equations

p.q -1.25 -1.25 -1,5  , -1.5 -1.75 , -1.75

B(p,q)

[l0;3/3]„
4

S'[10(3,3]

L[10¡3,3]

167

245

153

16

16

16

-16.26649

-16.270

-16.26659

-16.269

C

-0.017

-0.00063

-0.016

28.253

28.11

28.248

28.12
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Table 5.2

Comparison between [n; m/k]r, S'[n; m, k] and L[n: m. k] approximants to

B(p,q), with approximately the same series terms used.

Terms Equations

p.q
-0.25   ,   -0.25 -0.5   ,   -0.5 -0.75   ,   -0.75

B(p,q)

[7(4/3]3

S'[7¡2,2]

L[7;4,4]

128

125

126

16

9

25

-6.777704678

-6.777699

-6.7779

-6.777704680

0.000032

0.00058

-0.0000000050

9.88839828

9.8886

9.8885

9.88839825

Equations

p.q
-1.25 , -1.25 -1.5 , -1.5 -1.75 -1.75

B(p,q)

[7;4/3]3

S'[7;2,2]

L[7¡4,4]

128

125

126

16

9

25

-16.26649

-16.258

-16.32

-16.26648

0

-0.057

-0.21

0.000038

28.2526

28.7

27.5

28.2533

Equations

p.q 1.75 , -0.25 1.75 , -0.5 1.75 , -0.75

B(p,q)

[7;4/3]3

S'[7;2,2]

L[7;4,4]

128

125

126

16

9

25

-5.08327850876

-5.08327854

-5.0832782

-5.08327850880

-3.59442070421

-3.59442078

-3.5944201

-3.59442070423

-4.442882938

-4.4428832

-4.442882

-4.442882935

Terms Equations

p.q 1.75 -1.25 1.75 -1.5 1.75 , -1.75

B(p,q)

[7;4/3]3

S' [7;2,2]

L[7;4,4]

128

125

126

16

9

25

2.033311

2.033309

2.03332

2.033312

0.59907

0.59906

0.59910

0.59908

0

0.000010

0.00013

0.000077

We have calculated the coefficients of (5.1) by the first procedure suggested in [5].

Reference results for the Beta function have been calculated using (5.3).

In Table 5.1 we compare transformations which require the same number of linear

equations to be solved. Table 5.2 shows a comparison of transformations which use
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approximately the same series terms. Because the transformations are defined

differently, it is not possible to compare transformations that use exactly the same

series terms.

The number, 7, of series terms can be evaluated by

(5.4) / = 2(2« + l)(w + 1) - (m + if + (k + r - mf - 1,

when k + r — m > 0,

7 = 2(2« + l)(w + 1) - (w + l)2,    when k + r - m < 0,

for the [n; m/k]r approximant,

(5.5) I=(m + k+l)2

for the S[m, k] transformation,

(5.6) I = 2i2n+l)im + k+l)~ im + k+lf

for the S'[n; m, k] transformation, and

(5.7) 7=2(2»+ l)(w+ 1) - (m+ if + 1

for the L[n; m, k] transformation.

The values of the S[m, k] transformations are not included because they, in most

cases, lead to poorer results than the other transformations, and fM/N is not included

since it is known to converge slower than [n; m/k]r [6]. The considered approxi-

mants contain one-dimensional sums, and their accuracy therefore depends both on

the order of transformation and of the accuracy by which the one-dimensional sums

are calculated. This complicates the comparison, and we have therefore calculated

the approximants with very accurate one-dimensional sums. In Table 5.1 the

S'[n; m, k] transformation, in most cases, gives the most accurate results, and in

Table 5.2 L[n; m, k] is the most accurate.

6. A Conditionally Convergent Series. Numerical Example. Let us consider the

double series

00        00 -;A«„,„

(6-1) 2  2 V-'
n = 0 m = 0 '"»

where

(6-2)      Rnm={xJ+y~2m,   xn = na + d{l+i-l)"+V),   ym = 2im+l)b.

The series originates in calculation of the electrical field in a rectangular waveguide

at microwave frequencies.

Attempts to accelerate the convergence of (6.1) have been made using L[n; m, k],

S'[n; m, k], [n; m/k]r and S[m, k]. Reasonable convergence was found for all

methods except L[n; m, k].

The series is conditionally convergent, and the phase of the terms varies in an

unsystematical way. Thus the partial sum Asl of (4.9) is a complicated function of s

and t, and the leading behavior is not as simple as (4.13). This may explain why

L[n; m, k] fails to accelerate the convergence of (6.1).
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Results using S'[n; m, k] and [n; m/k]r are very similar, and only results of

[n; m/k]r and S[m, k] are presented in the following. Table 6.1 shows a comparison

between the [n; m/k]r and S[m, k] transformation, where the series is calculated

with the parameters a = 6, b = 2, d = 1.5 and k = 1. Reference values in the table

are obtained by high order Shanks transformation of the one-dimensional sequence,

(6.3) 2  2
n = 0 m=0 »rn

and have been checked using an analytical calculation of (6.1). The slow convergence

of the series limits the accuracy of the [n; m/k\r due to the large number of series

terms required for the evaluation of the infinite one-dimensional sums. S[m, k] does

not involve calculation of one-dimensional sums and gives about the same accuracy

with less computational effort.

Table 6.1

Comparison of [n; m/k ],. and S[m. k ] approximants to the series (6.1)

fork = I.a = 6,b = 2 and d = 1.5.

Reference value

S[2,2]

S[5,5]

S[9,9]

[9(2/2]

[9;5/5]

[9(9/9]
10

Terms  Equations

25

121

361

113

227

379

9

36

100

9

36

100

Real part

-0.15788505

-0.15989

-0.15755

-0.157882

-0.15618

-0.15787

-0.157883

Imag. part

0.12962980

0.13711

0.12994

0.129622

0.12843

0.129636

0.129620

7. Conclusion. This paper has presented M-dimensional generalizations of Shanks'

e-transformation [8] (denoted S[m, k] and S'[n; m, k]) and of Levin's one-dimen-

sional transformations [7] (L[n; m, k]).

The transformations are compared, numerically, to Levin's 2-dimensional trans-

formation [/;: m. A],. From this comparison it is seen that the S'[n; m, k] transfor-

mation gives generally higher precision than [n; m/k]r and L[n; m, k] for the same

number of linear equations solved, but uses more terms of the series. The L[n; m, k]

transformation gives generally better results than [n; m/k]r and S'[n; m, k] for the

same series terms used.

The S[m, k] transformation does not require calculation of infinite one-dimen-

sional series and is therefore efficient when the series is slowly convergent such that

these calculations use a large number of series terms. This is illustrated by a

numerical example.

Future efforts could be devoted to the invention of recursive algorithms for

computation of A7-dimensional series transformations. For one-dimensional series

such algorithms exist for computation of Shanks' e-transformation [10] and Levin's

transformations [7].
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